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Skate to Where the Puck Is Going 
With summer upon us, it seems strange that we were still 
watching the Stanley Cup finals last night. Isn’t hockey a 
winter sport? As a native Chicagoan, last night’s victory by 
the Blackhawks made staying up late well worth it. While 
hockey in June is weird and different from 30 years ago, 
another thing that’s different is HDTV, which makes 
watching TV so much better. I remember as a kid having a 
hard time following the puck, but now it’s so easy, even 
with my older eyes! I bring this up because following the 
puck is a lot like investing, except that you have to be more 
like a player than a spectator and skate to where the puck is 
going rather than to where it is. 
 
Most casual observers of the financial markets regularly try to tie market action to the 
day’s news events and, while in the very short term it can be true, it’s a difficult way to 
invest and likely not a great strategy to react to news after it’s out. Markets have a way of 
looking over the horizon and discounting future events. In fact, the collective wisdom of 
markets is probably the best forecaster in the world. Yet market pundits—present 
company included—often forget this fact and try to fight the message the market is 
sending.  
 
Last month was a perfect example. After a relentless decline in the first quarter of the 
year, global interest rates increased sharply in May, much to the dismay of many bond 
bulls. Perhaps more surprising was the reaction from many financial commentators and 
media outlets. In general, the comments strongly suggested this move was mostly 
technical in nature as there were not many fundamental reasons for why rates had 
suddenly shot higher. At the time, I agreed that positioning and technical factors played a 
part, but the Global Investment Committee’s (GIC) view on reflation and global growth 
more than justified the trend change. Now, the evidence is more obvious around both of 
those trends. Specifically, European inflation data and US economic data have both 
turned sharply higher, making the move in rates last month seem a bit more appropriate 
to the majority.  
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The questions now are how far can rates rise and will they derail 
the recovery and equity markets? We don’t think rates will rise 
much more nor will the increase imperil the economy or the 
stock market. Instead, the GIC remains steadfast in its thesis that 
global growth will become more balanced, and in the process, 
more durable. As a result, there are likely several years left in 
this recovery and the recent rise in interest rates serves as 
supporting evidence of that conclusion. One thing to note about 
this jump in rates is that much of the increase has come in the 
form of real interest rates—interest rates after inflation. This is 
important because it means both inflation and growth expecta-
tions are improving. Reflation without growth would not be a 
good outcome for equities nor our constructive investment 
outlook.  
 
Exhibit 1 illustrates what is going on. You can see that both the 
inflation breakeven rate—the market’s expectations of future 
inflation—and real interest rate are moving higher. Clearly, the 
inflation breakeven rate reflects higher energy prices and 
waning deflationary concerns. While modest, this upward move 
is important in the context of what global central bankers are 
trying to achieve—2% inflation, or simply reflation. Second, the 
real rate is a reflection of real growth and the recent sharp uptick 
suggests better global growth and is in line with the GIC’s view. 
The last time we had both the real rate and the inflation 
breakeven rate moving higher with the nominal interest rate was 
in 2013—a very good year for global equities. While we don’t 
expect this year’s global equity returns to be as strong as in 
2013, we believe they will be in the low double digits and will 
be much better than for bonds.  

 

Where Is the Malinvestment? 
While every economic cycle is unique, they are also much alike 
with respect to how they begin and end. The general traits of 
recession and recovery do not change based on the severity or 
amplitude of the cycle. In short, there is a trough in activity that 
coincides with despair and eventually evolves into a peak and 
euphoria. During this process, there are many moments of doubt 
and fear, but ultimately we go through the paces to get to the 
proverbial top. In the financial markets, this is pretty 
straightforward, with asset prices eventually reaching levels that 
the fundamentals cannot support. In the economy, it’s much 
more complicated. Economic euphoria takes longer to build and 
is ultimately measured by the behavior of an economy’s primary 
participants—corporations and individuals. Such behavior has 
remained rather conservative to date with both corporations and 
individuals choosing to save and spend less—essentially 
working off the excesses from the last several cycles. Some of 
this is by choice but some is also due to their enablers, the banks, 
withholding the means that allow bad behavior to occur.  
 
Eventually, this behavior will become more aggressive and we 
will have the excess necessary to cause the inevitable recession. 
The good news is that our models currently suggest we are not 
yet in the “danger zone” for a recession—i.e., within the next 12 
months. But let’s be honest: The recovery is not in the early 
innings, either, and is probably closer to the seventh-inning 
stretch. Based on current economic activity and monetary policy, 
we think the US recovery has approximately two years to go—
meaning we are vigilantly watching for the buildup of these 
excesses as a warning sign.  
 
In my experience, there is always one primary area of excess 
that creates the top and leads the economic downturn. In the 
1980s, it was commercial real estate; in the 1990s, technology, 
media and telecom; and in the 2000s, housing. For this cycle, 
there needs to be a leading area of “malinvestment” that serves 
as the first domino. The likely candidate this time? Shale oil. In 
all of these past examples of malinvestment, there are several 
common things that come together to create the cycle of 
euphoria and despair. First, there has to be a compelling “story” 
that’s easy to tell. Second, the story requires large amounts of 
capital to play out, and third, debt financing is aggressively 
employed. 
 
The shale energy boom meets these criteria quite nicely. Shale 
oil development and production really burst onto the scene 
about 10 years ago when horizontal drilling techniques were 

Exhibit 1: Increases in Interest Rates 
Indicate Reflation Is Underway  

 
Source: Bloomberg as of June 11, 2015  
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made more efficient. With the help of higher oil prices, these 
techniques became very economical and voila, the US became 
the fastest-growing region for oil production. By 2010, every 
institutional salesperson was an expert on the Bakken or the 
Eagle Ford, two of the largest shale reservoirs in the US. Shortly 
thereafter, Uber drivers were voluntarily sharing their shale oil 
investment recommendations with their passengers. 
Unsurprisingly, capital—lots of it—followed the story (Exhibit 
2) and much of it came in the form of “cheap” high yield debt 
thanks to the Fed and yield-starved investors. The rest is history. 
Last year, oil prices collapsed on the back of weaker demand  
and yes, greater supply—much of which came from the 
increased horizontal drilling activity. Many of these projects 
became uneconomical as quickly as they had ramped up. Wells 
have been shut over the past six months and US drilling activity 
is down close to 50% from the peak. Meanwhile, oil prices have 
recovered but not back to the levels at which a majority of these 
projects are attractive.  
 
While this doesn’t bode well for oil and energy-related 
securities in the intermediate term, we are positive in the near 
term because we think oil prices have overshot to the downside 
and will likely recover this year as the global demand rebounds 
and supply declines due to reduced drilling activity. The more 
important point is that the first shots of the next recession have 
likely been fired, much like when housing peaked in 2005, and 
start-up telecom stocks went bust in 1998 and 1999, a good two- 
to-three years before the actual recession. Therefore, the energy 
market should serve as a good barometer to watch with respect 
to our broader tactical asset allocations.  

A New Source of Income  
One of the most powerful investment themes of the Quantitative 
Easing (QE) era is dividend-paying stocks. With investors 
desperate for yield, dividend-paying stocks have become more 
attractive and in some cases have been bid up to unsustainably 
high valuations. As a result, we are seeing a meaningful 
correction in some of these stocks this year as interest rates 
move higher, particularly in the US where QE is finished. Two 
cases in point are utilities and real estate investment trusts 
(REITs), both of which have suffered double-digit percentage 
declines this year.  
 
Outside the US, where QE programs are more nascent, the 
dividend payers story is alive and well and likely to go further 
for several reasons. First, the average dividend yield in Europe 
is much higher than in the US. Second, the spread between the 
average yield and 10-year government bond yields in Europe are 
still significant compared with the US, where the US 10-year 
Treasury yield is now greater than the dividend yield on the 
S&P 500 (Exhibit 3). Third, the earnings cycle is not nearly as 
mature as it is in the US, meaning there is more potential for 
companies to increase their payouts. These all suggest that 
dividend growth strategies outside the US still make a lot of 
sense and will likely do well once the rise in interest rates 
begins to subside—something we believe is near.  
 
One other observation on dividends outside the US is that while 
yields are not as high in Japan as in Europe or even the US,  

Exhibit 3: Outside the US, Dividend 
Yields Are Higher Than Bond Yields  

 

Source: Bloomberg, FactSet as of June 15, 2015 

Exhibit 2: Rising Energy E&P Spending 
May Be the Next Malinvestment  

 
Source: Haver Analytics as of Dec. 31, 2014 
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something else is going on that yield seekers should acknow-
ledge. Corporate governance changes in Japan are afoot and 
driving managements to increase payouts from extremely 
depressed levels. How depressed are they? Exhibit 4 shows that 
the Japanese payout ratio is about half the level we find in other 
regions. Furthermore, Japanese companies have more net cash 
on their balance sheets than any of these other regions on 
average. Both of these points suggest Japanese companies may 
have the strongest dividend growth over the next several years 
as they become more shareholder friendly and return their 
excess cash from existing balances and future earnings. It’s also 
another reason to believe Japanese equities will be well 
supported and provide a potentially stable income source—
something most investors would have never considered in the 
past.  
  

Exhibit 4: Japan’s Dividend Payout 
Ratio, Half That of Other Regions, Has 
the Most Potential to Increase  

 
Source: Bloomberg as of May 31, 2015 
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Index Definitions 
EURO STOXX 600 INDEX Derived from the 
STOXX Europe Total Market Index (TMI) 
and is a subset of the STOXX Global 1800 
Index. With a fixed number of 600 
components, the STOXX Europe 600 Index 
represents large-, mid- and small-
capitalization companies across 18 countries 
of the European region. 
 
MSCI ALL COUNTRY WORLD INDEX This 
index captures large- and mid-cap 
representation across 23 developed markets 
and 21 emerging markets.  
 
 
 

S&P 500 INDEX This capitalization-weighted 
index includes a representative sample of 
500 leading companies in leading industries 
in the US economy. 
 
S&P 1500 INDEX A broad-based 
capitalization-weighted index of 1500 U.S. 
companies and is comprised of the S&P 400, 
S&P 500, and the S&P 600.  
 
 
 

TOPIX (TOKYO STOCK EXCHANGE INDEX) 
This free-float-adjusted index tracks all 
domestic companies in the exchange’s First 
Section.  
 
 
 

 

 
Risk Considerations 
International investing entails greater risk, as well as greater potential rewards compared to U.S. investing. These risks include political and economic 
uncertainties of foreign countries as well as the risk of currency fluctuations. These risks are magnified in countries with emerging markets, since these 
countries may have relatively unstable governments and less established markets and economies.  

Investing in commodities entails significant risks. Commodity prices may be affected by a variety of factors at any time, including but not limited to, 
(i) changes in supply and demand relationships, (ii) governmental programs and policies, (iii) national and international political and economic events, 
war and terrorist events, (iv) changes in interest and exchange rates, (v) trading activities in commodities and related contracts, (vi) pestilence, 
technological change and weather, and (vii) the price volatility of a commodity. In addition, the commodities markets are subject to temporary 
distortions or other disruptions due to various factors, including lack of liquidity, participation of speculators and government intervention. 

Bonds are subject to interest rate risk. When interest rates rise, bond prices fall; generally the longer a bond's maturity, the more sensitive it is to this 
risk. Bonds may also be subject to call risk, which is the risk that the issuer will redeem the debt at its option, fully or partially, before the scheduled 
maturity date. The market value of debt instruments may fluctuate, and proceeds from sales prior to maturity may be more or less than the amount 
originally invested or the maturity value due to changes in market conditions or changes in the credit quality of the issuer. Bonds are subject to the 
credit risk of the issuer. This is the risk that the issuer might be unable to make interest and/or principal payments on a timely basis. Bonds are also 
subject to reinvestment risk, which is the risk that principal and/or interest payments from a given investment may be reinvested at a lower interest 
rate. 

Equity securities may fluctuate in response to news on companies, industries, market conditions and general economic environment. 

Companies paying dividends can reduce or cut payouts at any time. 

Asset allocation and diversification do not assure a profit or protect against loss in declining financial markets.  
 

REITs investing risks are similar to those associated with direct investments in real estate: property value fluctuations, lack of liquidity, limited 
diversification and sensitivity to economic factors such as interest rate changes and market recessions. 

Because of their narrow focus, sector investments tend to be more volatile than investments that diversify across many sectors and companies. 
 

Yields are subject to change with economic conditions. Yield is only one factor that should be considered when making an investment decision.  
The indices are unmanaged. An investor cannot invest directly in an index.  They are shown for illustrative purposes only and do not represent the 
performance of any specific investment.  

The indices selected by Morgan Stanley Wealth Management to measure performance are representative of broad asset classes.  Morgan 
Stanley Wealth Management retains the right to change representative indices at any time. 

 

 
Disclosures 

The author(s) (if any authors are noted) principally responsible for the preparation of this material receive compensation based upon various factors, 
including quality and accuracy of their work, firm revenues (including trading and capital markets revenues), client feedback and competitive factors.  
Morgan Stanley Wealth Management is involved in many businesses that may relate to companies, securities or instruments mentioned in this 
material. 
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This material has been prepared for informational purposes only and is not an offer to buy or sell or a solicitation of any offer to buy or sell any 
security/instrument, or to participate in any trading strategy. Any such offer would be made only after a prospective investor had completed its own 
independent investigation of the securities, instruments or transactions, and received all information it required to make its own investment decision, 
including, where applicable, a review of any offering circular or memorandum describing such security or instrument.  That information would contain 
material information not contained herein and to which prospective participants are referred. This material is based on public information as of the 
specified date, and may be stale thereafter.  We have no obligation to tell you when information herein may change.  We make no representation or 
warranty with respect to the accuracy or completeness of this material.  Morgan Stanley Wealth Management has no obligation to provide updated 
information on the securities/instruments mentioned herein. 
 
The securities/instruments discussed in this material may not be suitable for all investors.  The appropriateness of a particular investment or strategy 
will depend on an investor’s individual circumstances and objectives.  Morgan Stanley Wealth Management recommends that investors 
independently evaluate specific investments and strategies, and encourages investors to seek the advice of a financial advisor. The value of and 
income from investments may vary because of changes in interest rates, foreign exchange rates, default rates, prepayment rates, 
securities/instruments prices, market indexes, operational or financial conditions of companies and other issuers or other factors.  Estimates of future 
performance are based on assumptions that may not be realized.  Actual events may differ from those assumed and changes to any assumptions 
may have a material impact on any projections or estimates. Other events not taken into account may occur and may significantly affect the 
projections or estimates.  Certain assumptions may have been made for modeling purposes only to simplify the presentation and/or calculation of any 
projections or estimates, and Morgan Stanley Wealth Management does not represent that any such assumptions will reflect actual future events.  
Accordingly, there can be no assurance that estimated returns or projections will be realized or that actual returns or performance results will not 
materially differ from those estimated herein.   

 
This material should not be viewed as advice or recommendations with respect to asset allocation or any particular investment. This information is 
not intended to, and should not, form a primary basis for any investment decisions that you may make. Morgan Stanley Wealth Management is not 
acting as a fiduciary under either the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, as amended or under section 4975 of the Internal Revenue 
Code of 1986 as amended in providing this material.  

Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC, its affiliates and Morgan Stanley Financial Advisors do not provide legal or tax advice.  Each client 
should always consult his/her personal tax and/or legal advisor for information concerning his/her individual situation and to learn about 
any potential tax or other implications that may result from acting on a particular recommendation. 
 
This material is disseminated in Australia to “retail clients” within the meaning of the Australian Corporations Act by Morgan Stanley Wealth 
Management Australia Pty Ltd (A.B.N. 19 009 145 555, holder of Australian financial services license No. 240813). 

 
Morgan Stanley Wealth Management is not incorporated under the People's Republic of China ("PRC") law and the material in relation to this report 
is conducted outside the PRC. This report will be distributed only upon request of a specific recipient. This report does not constitute an offer to sell or 
the solicitation of an offer to buy any securities in the PRC. PRC investors must have the relevant qualifications to invest in such securities and must 
be responsible for obtaining all relevant approvals, licenses, verifications and or registrations from PRC's relevant governmental authorities. 

 
If your financial adviser is based in Australia, Dubai, Germany, Italy, Switzerland or the United Kingdom, then please be aware that this report is 
being distributed by the Morgan Stanley entity where your financial adviser is located, as follows: Australia: Morgan Stanley Wealth Management 
Australia Pty Ltd (ABN 19 009 145 555, AFSL No. 240813); Dubai: Morgan Stanley Private Wealth Management Limited (DIFC Branch), regulated by 
the Dubai Financial Services Authority (the DFSA), and is directed at Professional Clients only, as defined by the DFSA; Germany: Morgan Stanley 
Private Wealth Management Limited, Munich branch authorized by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct 
Authority and the Bundesanstalt fuer Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht; Italy: Morgan Stanley Bank International Limited, Milan Branch, authorized by the 
Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority, the Banca d'Italia and the 
Commissione Nazionale per Le Societa' E La Borsa; Switzerland: Bank Morgan Stanley AG regulated by the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory 
Authority; or United Kingdom: Morgan Stanley Private Wealth Management Ltd, authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, 
approves for the purposes of section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 this material for distribution in the United Kingdom. 

 
Morgan Stanley Wealth Management is not acting as a municipal advisor to any municipal entity or obligated person within the meaning of Section 
15B of the Securities Exchange Act (the “Municipal Advisor Rule”) and the opinions or views contained herein are not intended to be, and do not 
constitute, advice within the meaning of the Municipal Advisor Rule. 

 
This material is disseminated in the United States of America by Morgan Stanley Wealth Management. 
 
Third-party data providers make no warranties or representations of any kind relating to the accuracy, completeness, or timeliness of the data they 
provide and shall not have liability for any damages of any kind relating to such data. 
 
This material, or any portion thereof, may not be reprinted, sold or redistributed without the written consent of Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC. 
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